
Editor Preferences

Size Window
This is a popUp menu that sets the size of the HTML.edit application window to either a 
standard screen size, or a minimized or maximized state. See also Sizing Windows.

Remember Window Location
When checked, remembers the location of the HTML.edit application window between 
sessions. This location is reset if HTML.edit is run on a different sized monitor. 

Text Font
Allows a selection of editor text fonts and sizes, selected from the Font and Size popup 
menus.

Display Tool Palette When in Editor
When checked, enables automatic display of the tool palette upon entering the Editor 
window.

Simplified Tool Palette
When checked, uses a simplified version of the HTML.edit Tools palette. Some of the 
popUp menus of the simplified Tools palette have fewer commands, as well as no 
hilighting or indexing commands. When unchecked, uses the standard Tool Palette.

Hilight Style
This is a popUp menu that sets the hilight style to either bold or underline for use with 
the hilight commands such as Hilight HTML.

Report Template
This is a popUp menu that sets the Report Template for printing using the File menu's 
Print Text command. The choices are US Letter, US Legal, and A4 Letter.

Arrow Keys in Text
When checked, enables the cursor keys to be used to navigate within a text field rather 
than card-to-card.

Wrap Editor Text
When checked, automatically wraps the text within the bounds of the editor field. When 
unchecked, each return-delimited paragraph creates a new line. This option does not 
change the content of the document, only its display within HTML.edit.

Maintain Selection after Style Change
When checked, maintains the text selection after making an HTML style change. 
Because some HTML commands (such as list commands) intersperse tags into the text 
selection, this option does not work on all HTML commands.



Back to Preferences, on to HTML Preferences, or return to HTML.edit Features.


